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Answer: A
QUESTION: 116
A customer's production and test environments currently run in separate libraries on the
same i825 running at 60% CPU utilization. Which of the following is a valid method
to separate the test environment and prevent impacting production performance and
data?
A. Define separate interactive and batch subsystems for each of the environments.
B. Use the extended library list feature to create separate job descriptions for the
production and test environments.
C. Implement LPAR using two partitions.
D. Separate the environments into individual disk pools.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 117
A new eServer i5 520 customer must perform a daily backup of 370GB, and they are
concerned about backup window and the cost. Which of the following will address this
need?
A.
B.
C.
D.

3590-E11
F/C #6384 1/4"
7208-345
3580-L23

Answer: D
QUESTION: 118
Which of the following statements accurately describes OS/400 and Lotus Domino
release interdependence?
A.
B.
C.
D.

All Domino releases run on all RISC versions of OS/400.
Each OS/400 version has a minimum corresponding Domino release.
OS/400 must always be upgraded when upgrading Domino to a new release.
Domino must always be upgraded when upgrading OS/400 to a new release.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 119
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An eServer i5 system with a failed HMC can still do LPAR changes with which of the
following?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Green Screen DST/SST from any i5/OS partition
LAN Console via iSeries Navigator
Management Central
Another HMC connected to the system

Answer: D
QUESTION: 120
A customer has several locations across the country. Each location has a router
connection to an ISP, a standalone Linux firewall, and an i810. The customer would
like to consolidate the configuration at each site and maintain security. Which of the
following configuration changes will accomplish the customer's goal?
A. Install an integrated xSeries adapter with a dedicated LAN connection to the router
and implement the iSeries Firewall for Integrated xSeries.
B. Remove the standalone firewall from the configuration. Configure a second TCP/IP
interface on the iSeries that provides a dedicated VPN to the router.
C. Install an additional LAN adapter in the iSeries. Create a Linux partition with the
additional LAN adapter and implement the Linux firewall application in the new
partition.
D. Install an additional LAN adapter in the iSeries. Connect the new adapter to the
ISP router and use port restrictions to limit access from the Internet to the iSeries and
workstations.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 121
A customer has a requirement for secure remote PC connectivity to the iSeries. Which
of the following meets the requirement?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Client Access plug-in for Kerberos
Enterprise Identity Mapping
iSeries Access for the Web using SSL
AnyNet to the PC

Answer: C
QUESTION: 122
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Which of the following is the maximum configuration for a single HSL loop on an
i820?
A. Three FC #5074 expansion units and three FC #5088 expansion units
B. Three FC #5079 expansion units and one external Integrated xSeries Server
C. Two external Integrated xSeries Servers, one FC #5079 expansion unit, and one FC
#0588 expansion unit
D. One FC #5034 Migration tower, one FC #5033 Migration tower, one FC #5074
expansion unit, and one external xSeries Server

Answer: C
QUESTION: 123
A customer with an eServer i5 570 wants remote access to the HMC. Which of the
following will provide this connectivity?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Telnet
VNC Viewer
Web-based System Manager
Management Central

Answer: C
QUESTION: 124
A customer with a Model 820 with 3 partitions is planning to upgrade to a new eServer
i5 570. Which of the following describe a major difference in LPAR configuration
between these systems?
A. LPAR configuration is only performed from SST/DST on the 570.
B. LPAR configuration is only performed from iSeries Navigator on the 570.
C. LPAR configuration is performed from either the HMC or from SST/DST on the
570.
D. LPAR configuration is performed only on an HMC on the 570.

Answer: D
QUESTION: 125
An i820 customer with Migration Tower is upgrading to an i825. The Migration Tower
contains FC #6813 8.58GB 7,200 RPM drives. Which of the following describes the
upgrade path for these drives?
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A.
B.
C.
D.

Replace the drives with new 8xx disk units.
Attach the Migration Tower to the i825 system unit.
Convert the disk units to #4317 8.58GB 10K RPM drives.
Migrate the disk units to the i825 system unit or a PCI-X expansion tower.

Answer: A
QUESTION: 126
A customer is upgrading their iSeries to V5R3. The installation media are on CD.
Which IPL source will load the new code from the CDs?
A.
B.
C.
D.

IPL source A
IPL source B
IPL source C
IPL source D

Answer: D
QUESTION: 127
What feature of OS/400 provides for handling of stream data, image, and audio files?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Object Connect
Single Level Storage
Integrated File System
Object-Based Architecture

Answer: C
QUESTION: 128
A customer with an i270 FC #2432/#1519 (1070 CPW/50 CPW interactive) is adding
applications that will have the following impact: Interactive CPW utilization will
increase from 15 to 30 Processor CPW utilization will increase from 1000 to 1250
Which of the following migrations should be recommended to fulfill the requirements
with the lowest CPW processor?
A.
B.
C.
D.

i825 Enterprise Edition with two processors activated (2200 CPW)
eServer i5 520 Enterprise Edition (2400 CPW)
eServer i5 520 Standard Edition (2400 CPW)
i825 Capacity Backup Edition (1250 CPW)

Answer: B
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